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Tampere is third largest city in Finland and a regional centre. During 70’s there occurred several communal
mergers. Nowadays this local area has both strong and diversed identity – from wilderness and agricultural fields
to high density city living. Outside the city center there are interesting geological points unknown for modern
city settlers. There is even a local proverb, ”Go abroad to Teisko!”. That is the area the Hidden Treasures -student
project is focused on.

Our school Tammerkoski Upper Secondary School (or Gymnasium) has emphasis on visual arts. We are
going to offer our art students scientific and artistic experiences and knowledge about the hidden treasures of
Teisko area and involve the Teisko inhabitants into this project.

Hidden treasures
- Precambrian subduction zone and a volcanism belt with dense bed of gold (Au) and arsenic (As), operating
goldmines and quarries of minerals and metamorphic slates.
- North of subduction zone a homogenic precambrian magmastone area with quarries, products known as Kuru
Grey.
- Former ashores of post-glasial Lake Näsijärvi and it′s sediments enabled the developing agriculture and sustained
settlement. Nowadays these ashores have both scenery and biodiversity values.
- Old cattle sheds and dairy buildings made of local granite stones related to cultural stonebuilding inheritance.
- Local active community of Kapee, about 100 inhabitants.

Students will discover information of these “hidden” phenomena, and rendering this information trough
Enviromental Art Method. Final form of this project will be published in several artistic and informative
geocaches. These caches are achieved by a GPS-based special Hidden Treasures Cycling Route and by a website
guiding people to find these hidden points of interests.


